
Geology 305, Spring 2020 

Chapter 15 Solar System, HW/Quiz 

Name___________________________________  

MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question.  

1)  In the Ptolemaic (Greek) model of the universe, ________.  

A)  Earth was at the center of the universe  

B)  Earth rotated on its axis to produce night and day  

C)  the Sun was at the center of the solar system  

D)  Earth was flat  

  

2)  Most of the time, the planets appear to move eastward. However, the occasional apparent westward "drift" 

of the planets compared to the background stars is called ________.  

A)  retrograde motion  B)  precession  C)  occultation  D)  Ptolemaic motion  

  

3)  ________ gave Galileo a huge advantage over his astronomical predecessors.  

A)  The fresh perspective of Copernicus's ideas about a geocentric universe  

B)  Use of a telescope  

C)  Newton's laws of motion  

D)  Unadulterated genius  

  

4)  The nebular theory proposes the sun and planets formed from a rotating cloud of interstellar gases and dust 

called a ________.  

A)  protoplanet  B)  celestial sphere  C)  solar nebula  D)  planetesimal  

  

5)  One astronomical unit (AU) is equal to approximately ________.  

A)  250 million kilometers (155 million miles)  B)  150 million kilometers (93 million miles)  

C)  100 million kilometers (62 million miles)  D)  200 million kilometers (124 million miles)  

  

6)  Which of the following is an example of a terrestrial planet?  

A)  Venus  B)  Jupiter  C)  Saturn  D)  Neptune  

  

7)  How did the lunar maria most likely originate?  

A)  Massive, basaltic comets melted when they hit the lunar surface.  

B)  Huge impact craters filled with frozen carbon dioxide and dark-colored silt and dust  

C)  The solar wind eroded very wide, shallow basins that filled with lunar dust.  

D)  Huge impact basins that were nearly filled with basaltic lava flows  

  

8)  The moon's light-colored areas are called ________.  

A)  lunar maria  B)  Olympian fields  C)  lunar highlands  D)  lunar lava flats  

  

9)  Nicolaus Copernicus was the first astronomer to propose ________.  

A)  the nebular theory  B)  retrograde motion  

C)  an astronomical unit  D)  a sun-centered universe  

  

10)  Three laws of planetary motion were discovered by ________.  

A)  Sir Isaac Newton  B)  Johannes Kepler  

C)  Nicolaus Copernicus  D)  Tycho Brahe  

  

11)  Olympus Mons, the largest known volcano in the solar system, is found on ________.  

A)  Venus  B)  Earth  C)  Jupiter  D)  Mars  

  

12)  Which planet revolves around the sun the fastest?  

A)  Venus  B)  Mars  C)  Mercury  D)  Earth  



  

13)  The dominant force currently shaping the Martian surface is ________.  

A)  glacier movement  B)  wind erosion  C)  meteorite impacts  D)  stream erosion  

  

14)  Surrounding a comet's nucleus is the broad, glowing area called the ________.  

A)  coma  B)  tail  C)  belt  D)  head  

  

15)  It has been estimated that Halley's Comet, which has an orbital period of 76 years, has a mass of 100 billion 

tons. Furthermore, it is estimated to lose about 100 million tons of material when its orbit brings it close to 

the sun. The maximum remaining life span of Halley's Comet is ________.  

A)  76,000 years  B)  760,000 years  C)  7.6 years  D)  760 years  

  

16)  Saturn's well-developed rings are made of ________.  

A)  numerous particles of water ice and rocky debris  

B)  frozen methane  

C)  interstellar gases  

D)  water vapor  

  

17)  The law of universal gravitation was formulated by ________.  

A)  Tycho Brahe  B)  Galileo Galilei  C)  Sir Isaac Newton  D)  Johannes Kepler  

  

18)  ________ is the apparent shift in the position of a nearby star when viewed from extreme points in Earth's 

orbit six months apart.  

A)  Stellar parallax  B)  Universal gravitation  

C)  Inertia  D)  Retrograde motion  

  

19)  The ________ motion of some of Jupiter's moons indicates that they were likely captured due to the planet's 

immense gravity.  

A)  celestial sphere  B)  prograde  C)  inertial  D)  retrograde  

  

20)  In addition to Earth, the planet ________ shows clear evidence of water erosion.  

A)  Venus  B)  Mercury  C)  Ceres  D)  Mars  

  

21)  ________ states every body in the universe attracts every other body with a force that is directly proportional 

to their masses and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between them.  

A)  Retrograde motion  B)  Inertia  

C)  Nebular theory  D)  The law of universal gravitation  

  

22)  The soil-like layer of the moon composed of igneous rocks, breccia, glass beads, and fine lunar dust is called 

________.  

A)  maria  B)  lunar regolith  C)  lunar highlands  D)  impact craters  

  

23)  The impact model of moon formation states the moon formed approximately ________.  

A)  9 billion years ago  B)  14 billion years ago  

C)  250 million years ago  D)  4.5 billion years ago  

  

24)  Which of the following planets exhibits an extreme greenhouse effect?  

A)  Venus  B)  Mars  C)  Ceres  D)  Mercury  

  

25)  The initial velocity an object needs to break free from the surface of a celestial body is called ________.  

A)  inertial velocity  B)  escape velocity  C)  retrograde 

velocity  

D)  terminal velocity 



 


